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By Paul Robert Walker

National Geographic Kids. Hardback. Book Condition: new.
BRAND NEW, True Tales of the Wild West, Paul Robert Walker,
Noted storyteller and student of the Wild West, Paul Robert
Walker presents ten legends about both famous and little known
characters and events and arranges them in chronological
order to create a delightfully readable and highly entertaining
history of the West from the early 1800s to the turn of the
century. You'll join Lewis and Clark as they search for a route to
the Pacific Ocean; Jedediah Smith as he leads the first overland
expedition to California; Narcissa Whitman and Jane Spalding
as they become the first women to cross the Oregon Trail; and
James Marshall as he discovers gold in California. You'll learn
how a dead cow started 25 years of warfare between Indians
and white settlers; ride with the Pony Express; have a ringside
seat when the golden spike completing the first Transcontinental
Railroad is driven into the ground; fight with General Custer at
the Battle of the Little Bighorn; shoot it out with the Earps, Doc
Holliday, the McLaurys, and the Clantons in Tombstone; and go
north to the Klondike to make your fortune in gold. Lively quotes
and...
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Comprehensive information for book fans. It is one of the most amazing book i actually have read. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Yoshiko O kuneva-- Yoshiko O kuneva

Very beneficial to all of type of individuals. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a really worth
reading. You will not really feel monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for
concerning should you ask me).
-- Micha le Shields-- Micha le Shields
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